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Abstract 

 

Modern Architecture + Art:  

An Analysis of Preservation Strategies for Installed Art 

 

 

 

 

Tahinee M. Félix Marín, MSHP 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2011 

 

Co - Supervisors:  Frances Gale & Michael Holleran 

 
The purpose of this Master’s Report was to determine an appropriate preservation strategy for a 

particular set of buildings and their accompanying art from the Modern Architecture Movement. The 
research question was: What type of strategy is best suited for the preservation of installed art created for 
Modern style buildings? The study analyzed preservation strategies afforded to Modern art and architecture 
during rehabilitation of the buildings. The case studies are Modern Movement office or bank buildings with 
art commissioned for the space by the architects or owners. An analysis of the main case study’s 
preservation strategies looks at all the actions taken and proposed to protect, not only the material fabric of 
the art, but the primary interior space. The main case study was the American National Bank building in 
Austin, Texas designed by Kuehne, Brooks and Barr Architects with a mural by Seymour Fogel. The 
secondary case studies were: Harry Bertoia sculpture + Manufacturers Trust Building, New York City, Pietro 
Belluschi mural + Equitable Building, Portland, Oregon, Richard Lippold sculpture + Inland Steel Building, 
Chicago, and Roger Darricarrere dalle de verre + Columbia Savings Buildings, Los Angeles. After study and 
analysis, the preservation strategies were categorized in four categories: in situ conservation, removal, 
recreation/replacement and demolition/destruction. It was concluded that there is not a general approach for 
these projects, and each should be analyzed through various factors (Design Intent, Intrinsic Value, 
Collaboration and Context) to determine the appropriate intervention. 
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One aspect of contemporary art which has not received the 

amount of attention it deserves from artists and critics alike is  

the problem of integrating painting, sculpture and architecture  

into a modern symphony of creative form. 

- Weisman & Fogel, 1954  
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Introduction 

 In 2009 a University of Texas at Austin School of Architecture (UTSOA) Historic Preservation 

Studio led by Professor Carl Matthews explored rehabilitation and restoration strategies for the 1954 

American National Bank Building (ANB), now known as the Starr Building. The studio project was a 

response to local preservationists and art and architecture enthusiasts’ publicly voiced concerns regarding 

the condition of the building. The Modern building sat vacant on the corner of West 6th and Colorado Streets 

in Downtown Austin, Texas and the building was in disrepair after many years of deferred maintenance. The 

building is outside of the protection of the Capitol View Corridor Ordinance, which limits any construction 

that hinders a clear view of the Texas Capitol. Without height restrictions, the Starr Building was under 

demolition threat, and construction of a larger structure was an enticing possibility for many developers. 

The public’s concerns were based on the building’s artistic and architectural significance, primarily 

because of the mural located on the second level of the building. This untitled art piece completed by 

muralist Seymour Fogel was commissioned by the American National Bank, and news articles of the day 

dubbed it the first piece of art in Texas to be integrated with the construction of a privately-owned  building. 

The architects of ANB, Kuehne, Brooks and Barr, designed a double-height atrium for Fogel’s mural, and in 

turn Fogel designed a large abstract painting for the space. The significance and protection of the artwork 

was essential to my 2009 studio project and my team’s design scheme revolved around Fogel’s work. 

Furthermore, during the research phase of the project I found a 1952 manifesto written by Fogel and 

Winston Weisman titled, “Architecture and Modern Art.” Their manifesto called for the reintegration of art 

and architecture. They explained that the artists’  

Works must be truly integrated with architecture in the sense that they should be thought of as a 
permanent part of the structure. Murals should not be enlarged easel paintings. Nor should they be 
executed in the artist’s studio; but in situ in order to produce the closest possible relationship 
between wall and mural. (244) 
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Modern style architecture seemed to provide the perfect opportunity for artists to collaborate with architects; 

after all, fragmented and geometric forms used by artists such as Braque and Picasso inspired the break 

from historicism.  

Further research revealed that Fogel and Weisman were part of a larger movement in Modern 

Architecture, which explored this reintegration of art with architecture. Most artists creating similar works 

were products of the New Deal. This was a 1932 plan created by United States President Franklin D. 

Roosevelt to overturn the economic downfall created by the Great Depression with the creation of new 

economic (and philosophical) strategies. The Works Progress Administration (WPA) was created through 

this reform – this agency looked to employ thousands in public works projects. The “Federal One Project” of 

the WPA employed artists to create public beautification and education projects in the form of mural and 

sculpture in public areas and buildings.1 The New Deal reinvigorated the once fruitful relationship between 

art and architecture. One of the artists employed by the WPA was Seymour Fogel, who assisted Diego 

Rivera during a private mural commission at the Rockefeller Center in 1932. This apprenticeship led to 

individual commissions for the WPA, and Fogel’s murals began to appear in post offices, banks, churches 

and other public spaces in the 1940s. After working as a figurative social realist, Fogel’s style evolved into 

abstract painting. This made it clear that the Fogel and Weisman Manifesto was not a regional occurrence, 

but part of a national, or perhaps international, discourse. Today, many of these buildings are coming under 

demolition or redesign threats, and it is necessary to determine appropriate strategies to protect not simply 

the building, but also the accompanying artwork.  

This Professional Report’s research question is: What type of strategy is best suited for the 

preservation of installed art created for Modern style buildings? This study analyzes the preservation 

strategies afforded to Modern art and architecture during rehabilitation of buildings in New York City, 

Portland, Oregon, Chicago, Los Angeles, as well as Austin. The case studies are Modern Movement office 

or bank buildings with art commissioned for the space by the architects or owners. An analysis of the main 

                                                
1 Bradford A. Lee, "The New Deal Reconsidered," The Wilson Quarterly 6, no. 2 (Spring 1982): 62-76. 
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case study’s preservation strategies looks at all the actions taken and proposed to protect, not only the 

material fabric of the art, but the primary interior space. The 1954 American National Bank was part of an 

exclusive group of buildings,  which were created to afford a new identity to corporations and banks, which 

had acquired a less than desirable reputation after the Great Depression. The case studies will present 

similar issues with a variety of outcomes, which will allow for an understanding of not only Modern 

Architecture and Art, but of the relationship highlighted by Fogel and Weisman in 1952.  
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Chapter 1: Main Case Study, American National Bank + Seymour Fogel’s Mural 

  

 

Figure 1 Kuehne, Brooks and Barr, American National Bank Building, Austin, Texas, 1954 © Dewey Means.	  

 During the start of the 1950s, the architecture firm, Kuehne, Brooks and Barr was commissioned to 

design a building that would cater to the automobile, but their design far exceeded expectations. Three 

principals guided the firm: Hugo Kuehne2, Max Brooks3, and Howard Barr4. These men had a strong 

                                                
2 Hugo Franz Kuehne was born in Austin in 1884 and received a bachelor of civil engineering degree from the 
University of Texas and later a bachelors of architecture degree from Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in 
1908. Two years later, he returned to Austin to help organize the Department of Architecture at the University of Texas 
and served as a professor at the school until he entered private practice in 1915. One of his most noted works is the 
Austin Public Library, now the Austin History Center, Kuehne was recognized as a Fellow of the American Institute of 
Architecture and served as director of the Texas Society of Architects. In 1954, the year the American National Bank 
was completed, he was named “Austin’s Most Worthy Citizen” for his service in various city planning, zoning and parks 
commissions. 
3 Max Brooks received an undergraduate degree from the University of Texas at Austin in 1933 and received his 
masters’ degree in architecture from MIT 1936.  Brooks teamed up with Kuehne in architectural practice and Howard 
Barr soon joined the two in 1942. Before selecting his firm to work on the LBJ Library, President Johnson hired Brooks 
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connection to Austin and the University of Texas and their firm played an important role in bringing 

Modernism to Texas in the 1950s. The firm had at the time of the commission, a rich legacy including the 

Commodore Perry Hotel (now Brazos Place, 1948) and the Perry Brooks Building (1952).  

 In 1951 the Sunday American-Statesman published American National Bank’s construction 

announcement, where the ANB bank President, E.R.L. Wroe proclaimed, “A system of free parking while 

the motorist transacts business at the bank will be established.”5 The new motor storage facility designed by 

Kuehne, Brooks and Barr was to be accompanied by small air-conditioned shops on the first floor and would 

assist the old bank quarters located a block away on Congress Avenue. These plans, although ambitious, 

did not accommodate the bank’s growing needs. 

 The bank officers and directors, led by Wroe, realized that the proposed garage furnished only a 

partial answer to the bank’s concerns because the original bank building was becoming cramped, outmoded 

and was rapidly depreciating. It was then decided that a new larger bank building and garage would be the 

best solution and Kuehne, Brooks and Barr began working on plans for the future American National Bank 

Building.6 

 The early 1950s was a time when new construction flourished during a building boom in downtown 

Austin. City officials and developers were interested in developing Austin’s urban character. Between 1951 

and 1952, downtown development included, “a new hotel, three new down-town office buildings and other 

structures, and headquarter buildings of the Texas State Teachers Association and the Texas Medical 

Association.”7 The new American Bank Building was a welcome addition to the expanding downtown. 

                                                                                                                                            
to assist in the renovation of his ranch the “Texas Whitehouse.” Brooks was also very active in Austin civic life and 
served as Commissioner of the Austin Housing Authority. 
4 The third and last principal, Howard Barr was born in 1910, receiving his degree from the University of Texas at 
Austin in 1934. After working in the University Architect’s Office, he was briefly involved in the shipbuilding industry 
before serving in World War II. Subsequently, he joined Kuehne and Brooks in practice. A well regarded architect, Barr 
was president of the Austin chapter of the American Institute of Architects and the Texas Society of Architects. 
5 "Bank to Build 5-Story Motor Storage Garage," Sunday American-Statesman 38, no. 208 (Dec. 1951). 
6 Johnnie Cresens, "To Keep Pace with Growth Another Bank Rebuilds," Texas Parade, Oct. 1954. 
7 Downtown Commission.  
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 Construction for the reinforced concrete structure began in late 1952. Replacing an 80-year old 

one-story brick building that was occupied by an H.E.B. food market, Dinty Moore’s (a restaurant) and other 

tenants. Kuehne, Brooks and Barr incorporated cutting-edge design and technology in the new bank and 

motor garage never-before-seen in Austin, while maintaining “the guiding influence”8 of the automobile.  

 The new bank building utilized glass, aluminum and brick to create a simple building shell, aimed at 

erasing the common dreary nature of bank architecture.9  Examples of stoic, classical banking architecture 

could be found a block away at the Iron Stone Bank on Congress Avenue. The new state-of-the-art 

American National Bank contrasted with the neo-Classical buildings and portrayed a new world of banking. 

 The building site was bounded by Colorado Street to the west, 6th Street to the north, the Buttrey 

Building and an alley to the east and an empty lot and 5th Street to the south.  The north façade was 

adorned with aluminum mullions that created a grid pattern with alternating glass and spandrel panels. The 

main entrance contained four revolving doors flanked by two additional doors that allowed access to the 

retail and restaurant spaces on the ground floor. The top two floors of the building contained louvered 

screening, which allowed ventilation to the top floors of the garage. On the roof, an elevated roof structure 

shaded the cars on the top floor. On the west façade, a monolithic wall was created out of Roman brick. The 

west façade also employed aluminum mullions on the parking garage. The repeated pattern created a visual 

break from the brick and served to create a relationship with the north façade. The south façade was also 

composed of brick with few window openings.  

 The American National Bank Building’s first floor was reserved for local businesses located in the 

east and west bays in an effort to increase business activity in the area. At the time of the building’s 

opening, Calcasieu Appliances and a women’s clothing store were the tenants. The bank occupied the 

second and third floors, with the fourth and fifth floors devoted to parking. To access the banking facilities, 

                                                
8 “Bank to Build 5-Story Motor Storage Garage,” Sunday AMerican-Statesman 38, no. 208 (Dec. 1951). 
9 Carol J. Dyson and Anthony Rubano, "Banking on the Future: Modernism and the Local Bank," in Preserving the 
Recent Past 2, ed. Deborah Slaton and William G. Foulks, 43-56 (Washington, D.C.: Historic Preservation Education 
Foundation, 2000). 
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one entered the building through revolving doors in the central bay of the first floor and rode Austin’s first 

escalators up to the bank’s lobby, catching site of Seymour Fogel’s mural. The double height lobby featured 

an open floor plan with only a low wall separating the customer and the teller. Marble columns on either side 

separated the lobby from the single height offices. 

 The décor of the interior was designed by Florence Knoll10  and reflected Fogel’s mural colors with 

accents of blue, yellow, red and terra cotta against a cream background.11 Dark walnut paneling was used 

on the lower balcony of the lobby, contrasting with the honey colored teak of the lower balcony.  

 The design collaboration between the muralist and the interior designer was lauded as an 

unprecedented feat. Especially, since it joined two important figures in Modern art and design. Florence 

Knoll and Seymour Fogel had impressive careers before their work in Austin.     

In 1955 the magazine Interiors selected Knoll’s interior design of the new American National Bank 

as one of “The Year’s Work.” The magazine explained that the annual collection of works represented “the 

most active, growing, and influential nucleus” of the industry and Knoll “was instrumental in the company’s 

development to offer objects that reflect design excellence, technological innovations and mass 

production.”12 Knoll revolutionized furniture design in the late 1940s and 1950s with her use of parallel bars, 

T-bars, L-angles, and cross bars as bases for tables, desks, and chairs, all of which were featured in the 

                                                
10 Florence Knoll was one of the most influential designers of the 20th century, Florence Knoll was trained as an 
architect, but her education was geared towards the design of modern furniture (before modern furniture existed). Her 
interest in design began after she was sent to boarding school in Michigan where she later attended Cranbrook 
Academy of Art. While at Cranbrook she developed friendships with future designers, Charles Eames and Eero 
Saarinen. She later attended the Architectural Association in London and aligned herself with other legendary 
designers. She studied under Le Corbusier and later apprenticed with Walter Gropius and Marcel Breuer until she 
entered the Armour Institute (now the Illinois Institute of Technology). After the Armour Institute, she moved to New 
York City where she met Hans Knoll, who she later married and formalized a business partnership, Knoll Associates, 
Inc in 1946. Knoll Associates Inc. specialized in designing spaces and furniture. In 1947, the company established a 
new division – Knoll textiles. In a 1949 brochure published by Knoll, Inc. the company described their approach to 
interior design: “An intelligent interior design plan goes further than the furnishings which fill the space. It strikes at the 
roof of living requirements and changing habits. Planning involves evidence of the integrated approach to planning 
through research and design.” Their partnership was cut short after Hans’ death in 1955 after which Florence became 
president of Knoll Associates, Inc. Knoll pioneered the concept of developing a relationship with the client and 
designing to meet their needs proclaiming, “good design is good business.” 
11 Austin American-Statesman, “Bank Given Praise For Its Interior,” 1955 28-Aug. 
12 Johnnie Cresens, “To Keep Pace with Growth Another Bank Rebuilds,” Texas Parade, Oct. 1954. 
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American National Bank Building. Many of these design techniques continue to be used in our 

contemporary design. In selecting a color palette for the space, Knoll used colors that would complement 

Fogel’s mural.  

Fogel’s mural was an integral part of the building. The lobby space was designed for the mural, 

distinguishing it as the first commercial building in Austin to incorporate art and architecture from the 

beginning of the design process. The mural was the first thing the visitor saw as he/she traveled up the 

escalator into the lobby.  

	  

Figure 2 Seymour Fogel, Untitled mural, American National Bank Building, Austin, Texas, 1954 © Dewey Means 

The mural is located at eight feet and five inches above the floor and measures ten feet and nine 

inches high by twenty-eight and seven inches wide. It is an abstract image of geometric outlined forms of 

triangles, trapezoids, diamonds, and rectangles with a few curved lines that overlap and intersect. The 

resulting shapes were filled with colors of sky blue, gray, orange, yellow, gold and tan, colors, which Fogel 

said were influenced by the Austin sky. The mural includes marble dust pigment and ethyl silicate coating.13 

                                                
13 Organosilicon compound, which after application “dries as hard as enamel and withstands sun and rain”. In the 
1920s, Mexican muralists began to experiment with the synthetic media for industrial use. [Gerald W.R. Ward, ed., The 
Grove Encyclopedia of Materials and Techniques in Art, ed. Gerald W.R. Ward (New York: Oxford U. Press, 2008).] 
This coating was utilized by muralists of the time, like Orozco, and, probably, Diego Rivera, Fogel’s mentor had 
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The support layer is approximately ¼ inches thick, and it is applied to a sub-support of wood and wire mesh 

(this is indicated on the architectural plans).14 

Fogel’s mural15 initially caused a minor uproar, leading the Austin Statesman to report that Fogel’s 

murals “startled” viewers and “introduced them to the exciting geometrics of non-objective art.”16  The bank 

mural was selected for the 1955 Gold Medal Exhibition of the Architectural League of New York, the oldest 

and most distinguished exhibition devoted to art and architecture in the United States. It was published in 

various magazines, including Fortune, Art Today, The Modern Renaissance in American Art and Art in 

America.  

 The building and art started to deteriorate slightly after the procession of various tenants. The 

General Land Office purchased the building, on behalf of the Permanent School Fund, from the State 

Comptroller Office shortly after they moved out in April 2005. Although the building had been unoccupied for 

four years, the mural had not suffered any major deterioration. Even under the extreme climatic conditions 

created by a non-functional HVAC system, the steel framed, concrete and plaster mural remained intact. 

There was only one obviously damaged section caused by a hole placed for a code-required fire alarm. The 

efforts to find a new owner for the building were aided by the Texas preservation community. The statewide 

organization Preservation Texas placed the property on its annual list of endangered Texas sites. And the 

Austin Business Journal stated that, “Most developers agree that the five-story, mid-century modern building 

will likely be bulldozed to make way for a taller building as Austin attempts to increase density downtown.”17 

                                                                                                                                            
knowledge of it at the time of their collaboration. The drying process takes from ten days to four weeks [Ralph Mayer, 
The Artist's Handbook of Materials and Techniques (New York: Viking Press, 1950)]. 
14 Casa Grande Appraisals to Laura Wiegand, Texas Commission on the Arts. Letter. May 18, 2005. 
15 Alternate description by Casa Grande Appraisals: “Abstract image of geometric incised outline forms of triangles, 
trapezoids, diamonds, rectangles and a few curved lines, overlapping and intersecting. Most of the incised lines are 
filled with black pigment forming thin outlines for the resulting planes and blocks of color. Most of the resulting shapes 
have each been solidly filled with regular, closely-spaced daubs of a single color, including sky blue, grays, oranges, 
yellow, gold and tans, punctuated by smaller black and cobalt forms, and several solid white forms without daubs.” 
(Ibid.) 
16 Austin American-Statesman, “Bank Given Praise For Its Interior,” 1955 28-Aug. 
17 "Downtown office building, gov. mansion on list of endangered Texas sites," Austin Business Journal, Feb. 12, 
2009, htttp://austin.bizjournals.com (accessed Nov. 23, 2009). 
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Unlike many other sites downtown, the Capitol View Corridor Ordinance does not restrict the corner of West 

6th and Colorado Streets, since the site is in between view corridor 6 and 8.18   

 Many of the enthusiasts, including the Texas Historical Commission and members of other 

preservation agencies took part in the development of several initiatives to protect the integrity of the art 

piece. In 2008, the Texas Historical Commission went as far as to develop a relocation strategy, proposing 

that the mural be placed in Austin’s new federal court building (currently under construction) between 4th 

and 5th Streets. Although this was a viable preservation strategy, it was to be implemented as a last resort. 

Fortunately, there was an agreement between the involved parties that the mural should remain in situ, 

since it was created for the double-height lobby space and could only be fully appreciated inside of that 

space. The only logical solution was to market the building to developers who would agree to keep the 

mural.  

 In early 2009 Kemp Properties purchased the site for approximately 7.7 million dollars,19 but it was 

not clear what the intentions of the new owners were. With the contextual integrity of the historic building 

and mural at stake, many held out hope that changes to the building would be minimal and demolition would 

not occur.  

 With a new owner on board, several renovation plans were developed and debated. The 

renovation plan developed by Kemp Properties maintained the majority of the historic structure, razing the 

garage for a more space-efficient structure to fit the maximum amount of cars allowed by code. Kemp 

Properties hired Austin-based architecture firm, McKinney York Architects to design a mixed-use plan for 

the advertising agency McGarrah-Jessee, the buildings’ future main tenant and part owner. Instead of 

updating the building, McGarrah-Jessee expressed interest in exploiting the now popular mystique 

                                                
18 Downtown Commission, Downtown Developement and Capitol View Corridors, Ordinance (Austin: City of Austin, 
2007). 
19 Austin Business Journal, "Kemp properties buys Starr building for $7.7M," Bizjournals.com, Dec. 1, 2009, 
http://www.bizjournals.com/austin/stories/2009/11/30/daily14.html (accessed Feb. 9, 2011). 
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associated with advertisement agencies and mid-century design.20 To appreciate the design developed by 

McKinney York Architects, we must first discuss the characteristics of the existing fabric.  

In September 2009, a visit to the site allowed me to witness that mistreatment and abandonment 

had caused the mural to lose a lot of its allure. The brilliant colors had become dull. This color fading and 

deterioration had been caused by the lack of climate-control and the cigarette smoke that was permitted 

inside of the building for most of its existence. Also, during the Comptroller’s era of the building a hole had 

been created on the bottom part of the mural (about 6” from the margin) to allow for a code-required 

electrical conduit and two accompanying bolt holes for a fire sensor. This was probably the cause of a major 

crack through the center of the mural and other minor cracks. The ceiling had been lowered and covered the 

top part of the mural. The support systems had maintained a high degree of functionality. Although the wood 

braces, metal planks, concrete and stucco were in good shape, deterioration was evident in secondary 

support systems such as corrugated nails.   

 The efforts to restore and protect the Fogel mural can be divided in two phases. First, the General 

Land Office hired Laura Wiegand21 to assist the Office’s staff with various tasks that would allow them to 

determine the best course of action. In e-mail correspondence on August 5th, 2010, Wiegand listed this 

description of tasks:  

I helped GLO staff in charge of the property: understand the security and climate needs for the 
mural understand the importance of that mural, place it in art historical context, built a webpage for 
sharing information on the project, maintained communication with the local art community and to 
Fogel enthusiasts about the project for 5 years, identify an appropriate appraiser, paid for the 
appraisal, found the original blueprints for the building and had copies made for GLO, tried, to no 
end, to uncover the original drawings by Fogel with the engineering of the support frame and 
rigging, tried, to no definite end, to uncover the formula used by Fogel in mixing ethyl silicate used 
for the mural, helped identify potential conservators/engineers who could remove the mural safely 
from its original location, discussed the specifics of the project (including challenges)  with various 
interested conservators/engineers, discussed approaches to mural removal and got estimates, 
helped identify potential new homes for the mural, if removed, helped identify art storage options 
for the mural, once removed, participated in numerous meetings about the project with a variety of 

                                                
20 Property owner, Bill Kemp, briefly discussed this idea. The discussion occurred during an informal site visit by 
students of the School of Architecture at the U. of Texas at Austin in the fall of 2009. 
21 At the time of last correspondence via-email on August 5, 2010, Ms. Wiegand was the Director of Programs and 
Technology for the Texas Commission on the Arts. 
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stakeholders over the course of 5 years.22 
 

In May 28, 2005, Casa Grande Appraisals valued the mural in $250,000 and indicated that “in general” the 

condition of the mural was “excellent.” The mural is protected by State of Texas easement created in 

collaboration with the Texas Historical Commission and other state and local preservation organizations, 

which prevents destruction or removal. Nonetheless, options for its removal were explored and on August 

23, 2005, Point 2 Structural Engineers Inc. presented a proposal, “to remove the mural from the wall in one 

piece, transport it outside the building and relocate it offsite, without damage if possible.”23 The firm 

proposed to do the task in four phases, but did not offer a cost estimate for the project.  

 In 2010, Kemp Properties commenced the rehabilitation project for the building and the mural. The 

building rehabilitation was performed under the guidance and design of McKinney York Architects. Anne 

Ducote from Ducote Designs carried out the mural conservation.  

 In March 2011, Ducote submitted a document titled, “Restoration notes” to property owner Bill Ball. 

The document explains that a conditions assessment was undertaken before any intervention occurred. The 

mural was found to be, “very dirty/dusty, hairline cracks throughout and holes had been made (one approx. 

2”, and 2 smaller holes) to install a fire detector many years ago.” Ducote proceeded to vacuum the 

construction debris and clean the mural by spraying small areas with distilled water and brushing (with a soft 

brush). Ducote filled the holes with a mixture of matching marble-dust and Portland cement. The hairline 

cracks were filled with a flexible latex-based filler. During the rest of construction, the mural was covered, 

then vacuumed again at the end. 

 Summary of Outcome: The mural is protected by an easement and owned by 

 the state of Texas. The mural and building were restored. The building is 

 currently in use.  

                                                
22 Laura Wiegand, pers. comm. August 5, 2010. 
23 Point 2 Structural Engineers Inc. to James Alkons, Northern California Art Conservators. Proposal Letter. August 23, 
2005. 
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Evaluation of Intervention: The project can be commended for the final 

outcome. However, there are questions about the manner in which the mural 

was conserved. First, an artist undertook the conservation work, and treatment 

reports were not prepared until several months after the work was completed.24 It 

is not clear whether there were attempts to test the new (patching) material with 

existing material to determine a suitable match or to evaluate immediate and 

long term effects of the repair work. Also, during the deliberation of options for 

the mural, there was no climate control in the building; temporary environmental 

controls could have protected the artwork from damage from the extreme 

temperatures in Central Texas. Concern was only placed on the physical state of 

the artwork and it was covered to protect it from dust and scratches.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
24 On similar projects, conservator have been hired to assess existing conditions, evaluate treatment options, carry out 
needed repairs, and complete treatment reports with maintenance recommendations. The American Institute for 
Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works (AIC) provides information about the work of conservation specialists. 
http://www.conservation-us.org/ 
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Chapter 2: Comparative Case Studies, Architecture + Art 

The Equitable Building + Pietro Belluschi’s Mural 

In 1987, the owners of the Equitable Building 

in Portland, Oregon hired Soderstrom Architects to 

study the possibility of restoring the building. The 

building had remained mostly unchanged since its 

inauguration on January 1, 1948. However, in the 

1970s the lobby was demolished and expanded, the 

entry was shifted and the bay width was doubled. 

Subsequently, the floor levels were altered.25 The 

building had acquired a new entrance and a new name, 

the Commonwealth Building. But in 1987, Sordstrom 

Architects decided to invite original architect Pietro 

Belluschi26 to the planning stages of the restoration. A 

decision was made by the team of architects with the 

support of the owners to restore the lobby, in part because Belluschi had received the prestigious American 

Institute of Architects 25-year Award27 in 1982 for this design.  

                                                
25 Jim Murphy, “Repairing Progress (Commonwealth Building lobby, Portland, Oregon),” Progressive Architecture 70, 
no. 4 (Apr. 1989): 90. 
26 Pietro Belluschi was born in Ancona, Italy in 1899. In 1922 he received a degree in Engineering from the University 
of Rome. As an exchanged student, he studied engineering at Cornell in the United States. After that year, and taking 
into consideration the political climate in Italy and Europe, Belluschi remained in the United States. He found work in 
Portland, Oregon at A.E. Doyle and Associates [Meredith L. Clausen, “Belluschi and the Equitable Building in History,” 
Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 50, no. 2 (Jun. 1991): 109-29. Meredith L. Clausen, “Belluschi and the 
Equitable Building in History,” Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 50, no. 2 (Jun. 1991): 109]. In the wake 
of his success in 1948 with the design and completion of the Equitable Building, Belluschi was appointed to the 
National Commission of Fine Arts in 1950 and became Dean of Architecture and Urban Planning at MIT in 1952, were 
he reamined until 1965 [Meredith L. Clausen, Pietro Belluschi: Modern American Architect (Cambridge, MA: MIT 
Press, 1994): viii.]. 
27 The AIA website defines the award as the following: “This award, recognizing architectural design of enduring 
significance, is conferred on a project that has stood the test of time for 25 to 35 years. The project must have been 

Figure 3 Pietro Belluschi, Equitable Building, Portland, 
Oregon, 1944-1948. Oblique view of main façade. Photo 

by Ezra Stoller © Esto. 
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At the time of construction the Equitable Building was a pioneer in Modern design.28 When 

construction began on September 26, 1946, most of the United States was still recovering from the 

economic restrictions29 and hardships caused by World War II. The City of Portland had suffered less than 

the general population. During the war, the city had an influx of workers seeking employment for war-related 

positions in the Kaiser Shipyards.30 When the war ended in 1945, most of these workers remained in 

Portland, creating a demand for public and private buildings.31 Portland was founded in the late nineteenth 

century by wealthy New England merchants and bankers and had become a small, but sophisticated city 

and a major center for the arts on the West Coast.32 All of these events factored into the Equitable building 

becoming “the first postwar expression of the modern skyscraper and the first of the crystalline shimmering, 

aluminum-and-glass-skinned skyscrapers in the world.”33 Nonetheless, the creation of the office building 

was not mere happenstance: wartime building restrictions were eased following 1945.34 One of the 

members of the board of directors of the Equitable Savings and Loans Association, Ralph Cake, was 

determined to see this project to fruition. He utilized his connections in Washington, D.C. to expedite the 

national building permit process.  

 

                                                                                                                                            
designed by an architect licensed in the United States at the time of the project's completion…The project must be 
standing in a substantially completed form and in good condition…The project should still carry out the original 
program. Change of use is permitted when it has not basically altered original intent…the project must have excellence 
in function…” The American Institute of Architects, Practicing Architecture: Awards, 2011, 
http://www.aia.org/practicing/awards/AIAS075310 (accessed Mar. 1, 2011). 
28 “It was recognized throughout the world as a classic”. Ibiden, p. 109. 
29 “… a moratorium was placed on the construction of all civilian buildings”. Ibiden, p. 112. 
30 The shipyards were created after in 1940 Henry J. Kaiser landed a contract with the British government to build 31 
cargo ships for the war effort. Kaiser had created a reputation of delivering the product on time and under budget, even 
famously completing the Hoover Dam in half the expected time. After the US entered the war, more contracts came in 
from the US government and the shipyards ended up producing 455 ships and elevating Portland’s population [Trudy 
Flores and Sarah Griffith, Kaiser & Oregon Shipyards, Oregon Historical Society, 2002, http://www.ohs.org/education 
(accessed Mar. 1, 2011)]. 
31 Ibid. 116. 
32 Ibid. 109. 
33 Ibid. 
34 Nathan H. Shapira, “Pietro Belluschi a Portland: The Commonwealth Building,” Abitare, no. 370 (Feb. 1998): 172-7. 
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Figure 4 Pietro Belluschi, Equitable Building, Portland, Oregon, 1944-1948. Interior, lobby; at the top of the image is the 

original mural. Photo by Ezra Stoller © Esto. 
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Figure 5 Pietro Belluschi, Commonwealth Building (formerly, Equitable Building), Portland, Oregon, 1983. Interior, lobby; at 

the top of the image is the redesigned mural by Belluschi. © Abitare (journal) 

The structure35 was built with a reinforced concrete frame. Recent improvements in concrete 

technology allowed Belluschi to reduce the frame to a minimum.36 The concrete elements were clad with a 

thin veneer of aluminum (except on the second floor). The double-height stilts at pedestrian level were clad 

with pink marble. These dimensions were chosen to “give a sense of human scale at pedestrian level, and 

also to increase the impression of stability by reinforcing the solidity of the base.”37 The building comprised 

twelve stories, below the city’s height limit. The building has approximately 435 windows, measuring 70 

square feet each. It was lauded to be first building equipped with full air-conditioning. It had double-glazed, 

hermetically sealed tinted windows and an external window-washing elevator. It was a forerunner of the 

                                                
35 Belluschi: “The design of this new building for Portland is fundamentally an expression of faith in a great future for 
our civilization - faith born out of a conviction that from our modern techniques, materials, and understanding of 
present-day architectural problems, we are able to create not only more useful buildings, but also a new kind of beauty 
- a beauty which is not borrowed from the past but is our own - clean, strong and straightforward” [Ibid., p.117]. 
36 Concrete technology and experimentation had increased the material’s strength to 7,000 psi. Meredith L. Clausen, 
“Belluschi and the Equitable Building in History,” Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 50, no. 2 (Jun. 1991): 
118. 
37 Nathan H. Shapira, “Pietro Belluschi a Portland: The Commonwealth Building,” Abitare, no. 370 (Feb. 1998): 176. 
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curtain wall system that became synonymous with Modern design.38  The final cost was a little over $3 

million. The interior of the building reflected the same design aesthetic as the exterior, with a preeminence 

of aluminum and glass. The lobby was one and a half stories high, sixteen feet wide and twenty-two feet 

long, all encompassed in a single bay. It had an aluminum rivet-studded ceiling with cold cathode lighting 

and the wall surfaces were covered with blue-green Carrera glass. Eight-foot long tubes mounted directly on 

the ceiling, without any fixtures, to create a “reflective surface”, composed the lighting system.39 The 

Equitable Building was placed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1976 and gained mechanical 

landmark status in 1980 for its use of an innovative heat pump system at the time of construction. 

The restoration program of the 1980s aimed to “reestablish the original spatial volume of a mid-

block public building lobby, and provide a lobby banking facility, repeating the original materials choices as 

closely as possible.” The lobby was not precisely returned to its original design. First, a bank was a major 

tenant of the building and required a teller’s counter. Second, and most importantly, it was difficult to 

reproduce the materials utilized originally. Suitable alternatives were found, including simulated rivet-

connected modules (on the ceiling), mill finish aluminum, back-coated glass wall panels, ceramic tile floors, 

and tinted exterior windows. The careful selection and study of materials kept the cost at $408,000.   

When it came to reproducing the mural that had been destroyed in the 1970s, Belluschi utilized his 

influence to alter what he called “a 1948 compromise.”40 During the last stages of design, Walter Gordon, a 

designer in Belluschi’s office suggested he inclusion of an Alexander Calder41 mobile in the lobby space. 

                                                
38 Ibid. 
39 “Among other advances were an acoustical ceiling in all offices; walls coated in plastic for ease in cleaning; doors 
without conventional knobs, operated instead by automatic closers and aluminum push plates in the interest of 
maintaining absolutely flush surfaces inside as well as out; and radiant heating in the lobby to counter the effect of 
drafts” [Meredith L. Clausen, “Belluschi and the Equitable Building in History,” Journal of the Society of Architectural 
Historians 50, no. 2 (Jun. 1991): 121]. 
40 Jim Murphy, “Repairing Progress (Commonwealth Building lobby, Portland, Oregon),” Progressive Architecture 70, 
no. 4 (Apr. 1989): 90. 
41 Alexander Calder (1898 – 1976) was an American artist known as the creator of the mobile. He had an engineering 
degree from the Stevens Institute of Technology and in 1923 committed to Art and enrolled in New York’s Art Students 
League. The mobile is a type of kinetic sculpture that relies on the equilibrium and balance of different interlaced 
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The wall above the opening towards the elevators was blank and in need of décor. Calder received a 

request from Belluschi and he responded with various sketches for “a mechanized mobile that was to 

project from the wall, together with a cost estimate of $4,000.”42 Ralph Cake, who was forward thinking in 

architecture, was conservative in art and Belluschi was unable to persuade his client to accept and cover 

the cost of the art piece. Belluschi persisted in his interest for an abstract piece to decorate the wall, and 

designed a mural himself. Belluschi sketched an asymmetrical composition with horizontal lines dominating 

a quarter of the wall surface, irregular (amoebic) forms covered the rest. These forms were influenced 

directly by Calder’s mobiles. Calder avoided common geometric forms and opted for primary colors. 

 Belluschi’s sketch did not suggest the colors of the forms, but specified the color of the walls that 

were to frame the mural, opting for dull gray and blue. However, the mural was carried out by house 

painters who created a simplified version of Belluschi’s sketch for $50.43 The painters reduced the mural to 

three sections, keeping the horizontal lines, and opting to divide the rest of the mural with a single curved 

line and two colors. In 1987 with the original mural destroyed and Ralph Cake no longer in charge, Belluschi 

was able to return to his original sketch and create a piece that would pay homage to Calder. The mural is 

ten by twenty-seven foot and it is canted towards the lobby.  Belluschi utilized few colors: black, red, yellow, 

white and gray. He chose to paint the background in a lighter gray than the walls below it, and adding an 

anchoring warm color, yellow to draw the eye of the spectator up towards the rest of the composition. Today 

the new mural is part of the restored lobby, where everything is faithful to the original design, with a few 

variations. 

 Summary of Outcome: After being remodeled and the mural destroyed, the lobby was  

  restored to its original design. The mural was not replicated, instead the artist and  

                                                                                                                                            
objects. Walter Gordon saw a major retrospective of Calder’s work exhibited in 1943 at the Museum of Modern Art in 
New York [Calder Foundation, "Biography," Calder Foundation, 2011, http://calder.org/ (accessed Mar. 2, 2011)]. 
42 Meredith L. Clausen, “Belluschi and the Equitable Building in History,” Journal of the Society of Architectural 
Historians 50, no. 2 (Jun. 1991): 122. 
43 Ibiden. 
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  architect decided to paint the design he originally intended. The building is currently in  

  use. 

 Evaluation of Intervention: The restoration honored the original design intent, but  

  undermined the collaboration between the architect (and in this case artist as well) and  

  the building owner. The owner was not comfortable with the original design and ordered a  

  simplified version of the mural, which seemed satisfy both sides. Although one might  

  argue that the appropriate intervention should have been to recreate the original mural  

  installation. 
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Manufacturers Trust Company + Harry Bertoia’s Sculpture 

 

Figure 6 Gordon Bunshaft for Skidmore, Owings and Merrill, Manufacturers Trust Company Building, New York, New York, 

1954-59. Oblique view. © Wayne Andrews/Esto. 

In the early 1950s, Manufacturers Trust Company was eager to update their New York office, and 

found the appropriate space for this desired construction across from their then current offices. Their current 

offices were stoic, symmetrical and an example of the neoclassical architecture associated with banks built 

in the late nineteenth century.44 The company and their president, Horace C. Flanigan, hired Skidmore, 

Owings and Merrill to revolutionize banking design. SOM held a competition among their designers. Charles 

E. Hughes III won the esquisse45 competition, along with the $50 prize.46 Hughes’ design was handed over 

to Gordon Bunshaft,47 who at this time had completed construction on the Lever House building.48 The bank 

                                                
44 The Postal Life Building, this bank branch was located on the southeast corner of West 43rd Street built in 1915 by 
York & Sawyer. 
45 It is an informal competition between designers, which results in various schemes and sketches for the creation of a 
building. SOM started using this method during “the harried days of producing World’s Fair pavilions.  
46 "Modern Architecture Breaks Through the Glass Barrier," Architectural Forum 101 (Dec. 1954): 104-11. 
47 Gordon Bunshaft (1909-1990) was an American Architect that spearheaded the “corporate modernist” building 
design from the late 1950s through the 1970s. He obtained a bachelor’s and master’s degree from the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology in 1935. He began working for Skidmore, Owings and Merrill in 1937 and for twelve years lead 
and designed various projects that would define Modern design. Among his designs were: Lever House (1950),  
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opted for a smaller scale design, the bank “recognized that public excitement is a tangible asset, and that 

truly distinctive architecture can create the most desirable kind of excitement.”49 So, instead of utilizing 

Bunshaft’s skills in skyscraper design they decided to create a structure that was described at the time as, 

“more jewelry than building.”50 Additionally, the fact that the site was restricted by setback regulations and 

deed restrictions, also influenced the scale of the project. 

In 1954, a 94,177 square feet, five story building was inaugurated and with it came a new era in 

bank design. The bank was transparent and accessible to all, from the street you could see the bank rooms, 

vault doors,51 all viewed without obstructions. The building gained immediate national praise and received 

various local design awards.52 

In its first week of operation it attracted 15,000 visitors. The exterior was clad with numerous 9 feet 

8 inches by 22 feet glazing, aluminum mullions and dark gray spandrels with a plinth of black granite around 

the base of the building. The clear structural composition was possible because of a cantilevered two-

directional floor slab system supported by eight columns. The exterior walls hung in tension against the floor 

frame. The air conditioning ducts and services were placed out of immediate sight on the south wall where 

they ran up and then towards the north wall.53 “All upper floors are cantilevered to Fifth Avenue from two 

                                                                                                                                            
Istanbul Hilton in Turkey (1955), the Lyndon B. Johnson Presidential Library (1968) and Hirshhorn Museum (1974).  He 
won the Pritzer Prize in 1988 [Soylent Communications, Gordon Bunshaft, 2011, htttp://www.nndb.com/people 
(accessed Mar. 4, 2011)].  
48 Lou Crandall, head of Fuller Construction Company that build Lever House, suggested SOM architecture firm to 
Horace C. Flanigan [Carol Herselle Krinsky, Gordon Bunshaft of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (New York: Architectural 
History Foundation, 1988): p. 49]. 
49 "Manufacturers Trust Company Builds a Conversation Piece on Fifth Avenue," Architectural Record 116 (Nov. 
1954): 150. 
50 Ibiden, p. 154. 
51 This circular main vault was 7 feet high and weighed 30 tons designed by Henry Dreyfus [Karen Cilento, "New 
Landmark for Manufacturers Trust Company Building," ArchDaily, Feb. 21, 2011, http:/www.archdaily.com (accessed 
Mar. 3, 2011)]. 
52 Among the awards were: AIA, First Honor Award (1956), Fifth Avenue Association: New buildings, First Prize 
(1956), Architectural League of New York, Gold Medal (1955) and the Municipal Art Society of New York, Plaque 
Commendation (1955). 
53 "Modern Architecture Breaks Through the Glass Barrier," Architectural Forum 101 (Dec. 1954): 104. 
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columns, to 43rd Street from four columns. The cantilever to 43rd Street is 20 feet carried on steel members; 

towards Fifth Avenue, it is 10 feet on reinforced concrete beams.”54  

The first floor of the building had 11-foot ceilings, an L-shaped counter (along the south and west 

wall) and freestanding writing desks. The south wall was covered in black granite and the west wall was 

painted in light (“sky”) blue.55 The main banking room was placed on the second floor, accessible via double 

escalators. The space has a marble and Makassar ebony banking counter, and milky-white, corrugated 

plastics sheets held by aluminum Ts  below cold cathode tubes– all of which created an illuminated ceiling 

surface. 

The interior was designed by Eleanor Le Maire,56 and seemed to have “a careful articulation of line, 

scale, color and material in floor, ceiling, counters and plant boxes; all serving as a foil for the feature at the 

rear.”57 On the way up to the second floor you could appreciate one of Harry Bertoia’s creations, a stabile 

that hung from the second floor ceiling over the escalators. At the rear of the space you could view Bertoia’s 

sculpture screen, which had been set against polished gray German marble.58 

 

                                                
54 Ibid., p. 106. 
55 Matthew A. Postal, Manufacturer's Trust Company Building Interior. Designation List 439 LP-2467, February 15, 
2011, Designation Report (New York: Landmarks Preservation Commission, 2011). 
56 Eleanor Le Maire (1897-1970) was born in Berkeley, California. Studied at the University of California and Columbia 
University. Le Maire specialized in hotel interiors and retails spaces [Matthew A. Postal, Manufacturer's Trust Company 
Building Interior. Designation List 439 LP-2467, February 15, 2011, Designation Report (New York: Landmarks 
Preservation Commission, 2011)]. According to the Archives of American Art at the Smithsonian Institution, Eleanor Le 
Maire ran an interior design firm, along with business partner and husband, Louis Britwitz, in Manhattan from 1928-
1970.  
57 "Manufacturers Trust Company Builds a Conversation Piece on Fifth Avenue," Architectural Record 116 (Nov. 
1954): 152. 
58 Matthew A. Postal, Manufacturer's Trust Company Building Interior. Designation List 439 LP-2467, February 15, 
2011, Designation Report (New York: Landmarks Preservation Commission, 2011). 
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Figure 7 Gordon Bunshaft for Skidmore, Owings and Merrill, Manufacturers Trust Company Building, New York, New York, 

1954. Interior, lobby; Metal screen by sculptor, Harry Bertoia. Photo by Ezra Stoller. © Esto. 
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The metal screen resembled the construction used to create Bertoia’s abstraction sculptures in 

previous years and from the graphics he executed in the 1940s. The design expression had been developed 

slowly throughout his years as a professor at Cranbrook Institute and later as a designer for Knoll 

Associates. These expanded versions of his sculptures served as space dividers between areas. In 1953 he 

received a commission from Eero Saarinen to create a sculpture screen for the General Motors Technical 

Center Building; this was an immediate precursor to the screen at Manufacturers Trust Company Building. 

In 1954 Bunshaft selected Bertoia to develop the general conception plan already in place for a 

screen, without compromising his own creative direction.59 The screen was comprised of different shaped 

pieces of sheet metal suspended and linked by wire supports. They were seven major sections with panels 

arranged in vertical tiers. The screen was 70 foot long by 16 feet high and appeared to have a golden-

yellow, bronze color. A mixture of brass, copper and nickel applied to the 1/8-inch steel pieces created the 

texture and golden and bronze tones. The pieces were brazed together with an acetylene torch and welding 

rods. The screen was illuminated by “adjustable brackets concealed behind aluminum plates in the 

translucent vinyl plastic ceiling developed by Marlux Corporation.”60 The multiplane construction was not 

intended to separate the related spaces. Bertoia felt, “that natural light would bounce around within screen 

and right through it.”61 

On 12 October 2010, various newspapers and online magazines reported that a famous sculpture 

by Harry Bertoia was lying forgotten inside of the Manufacturers Trust Company building at the corner of  

43rd Street and Fifth Avenue in New York City.62 The building was unoccupied on one of the most famous 

streets in the world, after its longtime tenant, JP Morgan Chase (the successor company to Manufacturers 

Trust) refused to renew their lease. When the tenants left, the lease required the bank to remove the 

                                                
59 "Metal Sculpture - Harry Bertoia," Arts and Architecture 72 (Jan. 1955): 18. 
60 Ibid. 
61 "Pure Design Research," Architectural Forum 97 (Sep. 1952): 145. 
62 Sara Polsky, “510 Fifth Avenue Interior Officially Gets Landmarked,” Curbed, 2011. 15-Feb., http://ny.curbed.com 
(accessed 2011 16-Feb.). 
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artwork. This incident garnered interest among developers and outrage from preservationists around the 

country who recognized the significance of Bertoia63 and the artwork he had created for this space.  

 On 1 February 2011, it was reported that Vornado Realty Trust had acquired the building for $58 

million,64 and planned to “modernize the interior and restore the remaining historic elements.”65 The historic 

elements identified for restoration included the escalators, 43rd Street lobby, and ground floor bank vault. 

This updated space would be used as a retail store.66 The plans of the new owners depended on whether or 

not the interior of the building received landmark designation. It already possessed landmark status for the 

exterior of the building, awarded in 1997. On 15 February 2011, the New York City Landmarks Preservation 

Commission67 voted unanimously to extend landmark protection to the interiors of the first and second floor 

of the building, the Commission determined that it was a “major example of mid-20th century Modernism.”68 

The removal of the Bertoia was a call to action, and many hope that the landmark status of the interior 

would propel interest the addition of a replica of the sculpture or that JP Morgan Chase would return the 

sculpture to its intended space.69 Lewis Mumford, once stated that the screen, “lifts the whole composition 

                                                
63 Harry Bertoia (1915-1978) was a born Arieto Bertoia in San Lorenzo d’Arzene, Italy. He immigrated to the United 
States in 1930, where he joined some of his family in Detroit. In 1936 he completed a diploma in metalworking at a 
Michigan professional institute. He was a metalwork professor at Cranbrook academy of Art in Bloomfield, Michigan, 
and in 1943 became the head of the Printing Department. He collaborated with Eero Saarinen, Charles and Ray 
Eames and worked for Knoll Associates. He was invited by fellow Cranbrook alum, Florence Knoll, under her 
supervision he developed wire furniture, and his well-known diamond chair design in 1950. In 1953 he leaves Knoll 
Associates to focus on sculpture [Gilberto Ganzer, ed., Decisi che una sedia non poteva bastare, ed. Gilberto Ganzer 
(Milan: Silvana Editoriale, 2009)]. 
64 Elie Tahari, who occupied the top floors of the building, owned the building previously. Tahari began the idea to 
transform the space from offices to retail [Joey Arak, “Modern Fifth Avenue Gem Now a 'Big Box Opportunity',” Curbed, 
2009 30-Oct., http://ny.curbed.com (accessed 2011 13-Feb.)]. 
65 Joey Arak, “Developer & People Who Hate Developers Agree on 510 Fifth,” Curbed, 2011. 1-Feb., 
http://ny.curbed.com (accessed 2011 13-Feb.). 
66 On February 2011, the owners planned to lease the bottom floor space to Canadian clothing company, Joe Fresh. 
67 The Landmarks Preservation Commission defines itself as the following: “the mayoral agency responsible for 
protecting and preserving New York City’s architecturally, historically and culturally significant buildings and sites”. 
Since 1965 it has protected over 28,000 resources. At least 3 architects, a historian, a realtor, a planner or landscape 
architect and a representative of each borough comprise the Commission.  
68 Robert B. Tierney, "Renowned Modern Interior of Former Manufacturers Trust Bank Named a New York City 
Landmark," Press Release, New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission (New York, 2011). 
69 Historic Districts Council, Statement of the Historic Districts Council before the Landmarks Preservation 
Commission, Testimony (New York: http://hdc.org, 2011). 
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to a higher plane…it humanizes these quarters… mainly because it suggests something frail, incomplete, 

yet unexpected and defiant of rational statement.”70 

    Summary of Outcome: The sculpture was removed and is currently in  

    storage. The NYC Landmarks Commission extended landmarks status  

    to the interior of the building, after the removal of the sculpture. The  

    building is currently vacant. 

    Evaluation of Intervention: The sculpture was appropriately removed  

    and put in safe storage (presumably climate-controlled). If the sculpture  

    had remained, climate-control could have become an issue in the  

    unoccupied building during times of extreme temperatures. The  

    Landmark nomination process and approval should have been started  

    prior to the removal of the artwork.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
70 Ibid. Lewis Mumford was well-respected historian and critic of architecture who focused on cities and urban 
landscapes. 
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Inland Steel Building + Richard Lippold’s Metal Sculpture 

 

Figure 8 Bruce Graham for Skidmore, Owings and Merrill, Inland Steel Building, Chicago, Illinois, 1958. Exterior, entrance. 

Photo by Ezra Stoller. © Esto. 

The Inland Steel Building was envisioned in 1953, when Nathaniel Owings of Skidmore, Owings 

and Merrill (SOM) meet with Clarence Randall, then chairman of Inland Steel, to brainstorm ideas for new 

headquarters. Randall expressed, “I want a building to be like a man with immaculate English tailoring – his 

clothes are so good you are not aware of how well he is tailored.”71  

The building was to be the first high-rise built in the Chicago loop (the historical center of 

Downtown) in 20 years.72 Inland Steel wanted to create a showpiece for their product. Construction on the 

corner of Dearborn and Monroe Streets began in the fall of 1955 with a budget of $6 million.73 The new 

location was across the street from the building the company had occupied since 1904.  

                                                
71 “Inland's Steel Showcase,” Architectural Forum 108 (Apr. 1958): 89. 
72 SOM Website states that it was “the first high-rise built since the Great Depression,” there are varied reports on this 
fact. Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP, "Inland Steel Building," SOM.com, 2011, http://www.som.com (accessed Mar. 8, 
2011). 
73 “The Record Reports/Buildings in the News: Chicago,” Architectural Record, May 1955: 10. 
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The headquarters were designed in the International Style and it is comprised of several linked 

buildings. The area of the construction was 23,040 square feet. The main building rose to 19 stories and 

was 1/3 stainless steel and 2/3 green-tinted glass, with seven thin steel columns on the broad sides 

supported by 60-foot girders. The girders and columns were fireproof, the former with sprayed-on 

vermiculite plaster and the latter with concrete. The main entrance is covered by a 10-foot cantilevered 

projection, allowing access to the lobby. The lobby is clad in Belgian black marble, which acts as 

background to a Richard Lippold74 sculpture, “Radiant I”, placed above a shallow reflecting pool. The ceiling 

had perforated steel acoustical panels with recessed fluorescent lighting. The interior walls were movable 

partitions – there were two types of partitions: one made out of plaster panels in metal frames and the other 

made out of aluminum frames and glass.75 The office furniture was designed by SOM. The columns were 

placed outside the building core, allowing for thinner walls, in this case 2 inches thick. With the columns on 

the exterior there was a wide expanse of floor, approximately 10,200 square feet. The floors were divided – 

utilizing the columns, mullions and windowpanes to create a grid – into approximately 5 by 5 feet modules. 

The 25-story service core building had 5-inch thick walls. Windowless and clad in stainless steel, 

this building is adjacent to the main core. Inside the service building were, “the elevators, building power, air 

conditioning ducts, chilled water and condenser water risers, plumbing piping, mail conveyor, stairs, etc.”76 

There was also a one-story unit with auxiliary facilities attached to the service core building. 

                                                
74 Richard Lippold (1915-2002) was born in Wisconsin. He received a degree in industrial design from the School of 
the Art Institute of Chicago in 1937. He taught sculpture at the City University of New York and Hunter College during 
the 1950s and 1960s. The New York Metropolitan Museum of Art commissioned one of his most recognized sculptures 
in 1953, “The Sun”. He also created sculptures for the MetLife Building, “Flight” (1963) in New York City and the 
National Air and Space Museum, “Ad Astra” (1976) in Washington, D.C. Mike Boehm, "Richard Lippold, 87; Created 
Abstract Sculpture," Los Angeles Times, Aug. 31, 2002, http://articles.latimes.com (accessed Mar. 8, 2011). 
75 Ernst Danz, Architecture of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, 1950-1962, trans. Ernst van Haagen (London: Architectural 
Press, 1963). 
76 “Inland Steel,” Architectural Record 123 (Apr. 1958): 170. 
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Two different SOM architects are credited with the design of the Inland Steel Buildings, Walter 

Netsch77 and Bruce Graham.78 Brake described their relationship as “contentious,” although they never 

worked together. Netsch came up with the original scheme, but was reassigned to the US Air Force 

Academy design project in Colorado Springs. Graham was brought in to complete the design. General 

consensus suggests that Netsch designed the building’s layout and separated all the mechanical into a 

separate tower; Graham eliminated the number of columns from nine pair to seven and placed them behind 

the curtain wall and created the floor module concept.79  

The building’s exterior and interior detailing and design afforded it local and national significance. It 

received the AIA 25-year award in 198280 and was awarded Chicago Landmark status in 1998. The 

landmark status not only protected the exterior, but many of the building’s interior details such as the 

recessed lighting visible from the street. Another defining feature was the extensive art collection selected 

by Inland Steel Co. under the supervision of Leigh Block, senior vice-president at Inland in 1957. At that 

time, he company commissioned American sculptors Richard Lippold and Seymour Lipton81 to create two 

                                                
77 Walter Netsch (1920-2008) was born in Chicago on 23 February and died at the age of 88 in the same city. He 
completed a degree in Architecture from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Working for Skidmore, Owings & 
Merrill he designed and completed various recognized modern architecture projects. Among them are: the Air Force 
Academy Chapel in Colorado (1962) and Wells College Library in New York (1968). 
78 Bruce Graham (1925-2010) was born in Bogota, Colombia to a Canadian father and a Peruvian mother. He 
immigrated to the United States in the 1940s and completed a bachelor of architecture degree at the University of 
Pennsylvania in 1948. He joined Skidmore, Owings and Merrill shortly after a post-graduation apprenticeship with 
Chicago architects Holabird, Root and Burgee. He worked for SOM until 1989. After SOM he opened a new firm called 
Graham and Graham with his wife Jane, a former interior designer for SOM. During his time at SOM he was part of 
essential projects of Modern style: Sears Tower (1976), Hancock Center (1969) and others around the world (London, 
Barcelona, Seoul and Cairo). Alan G. Brake, "Bruce Graham, 1925-2010," The Architect's Newspaper, Mar. 9, 2010, 
http://www.archpaper.com (accessed Mar. 6, 2011). 
79 Caroline Nye, "Inland Steel Building," Blueprint: Chicago, Feb. 1, 2011, http://www.blueprintchicago.org (accessed 
Mar. 6, 2011). 
80 It had previously received numerous design awards, including: Chicago building Congress, Award for Outstanding 
Building Achievement (1958), AIA – Chicago, Honor Award (1958) and AIA – Chicago, Honor Award for Sculpture 
(1959). 
81 Seymour Lipton (1903-1986) was born in New York. In 1927 he completed a degree from Columbia University in 
dental surgery. After this, began working in wood sculpture and exhibited in 1934 at the John Reed Club in New York. 
In the mid-1940s he began using metal. During that time he taught at the Cooper Union and New School for Social 
Research. In the late-1950s he began receiving major corporate commissions, one was the IBM Watson Research 
Center in New York (1961-62). Phillips Collection, "Biography: Seymour Lipton (1903-1986)," American Art, 2005, 
http://www.phillipscollection.org (accessed Mar. 6, 2011). 
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major sculptures for the building, along with two dozen other paintings and minor sculptures by other 

artists.82 Block commissioned Lippold to create a sculpture after viewing his exhibit at the Metropolitan 

Museum of Art. After an interview, the plans were set in motion to create a sculpture that would represent 

the company’s product and interest in innovation.  

Lippold designed and created a steel starburst (or atomic asterisk) sculpture comprised of 

connected steel tubes suspended from the ceiling on gold and red enamel wires over a reflecting pool. The 

black marble walls of the lobby and the reflecting pool were installed to complement the piece. The piece 

was meant to be a “web of praise with bold delicacy,” and a celebration of man’s mastery of tension 

embodied by steel.83  

Seymour Lipton created the other major sculpture, “Hero.” The 7-foot construction was placed at 

the end of the executive corridor. Lipton was awarded the Jockey Club’s top acquisition prize at the Sao 

Paulo Biennale for this piece. The piece was created with nickel silver on steel with intertwined forms that 

created a multiplane figurative form. The shapes were meant to “portray the inner complexities of the human 

psyche through shapes that enclose and oppose each other.”84   

Other artists and artwork were chosen to accommodate individual taste and not to directly 

represent the company and become an integral part of the building’s design. The artwork was meant to 

represent industrial scenes, and some of the artists were Ben Shahn, Georgia O’Keeffe, Walter Murch, 

Boris Margo and Antonio Frasconi. 

                                                
82 Edgar Kauffman, "The Inland Steel Building and Its Art," Art in America 45, no. 4 (Winter 1957-8): 22. 
83 Ibid., p. 25. 
84 Ibid. 
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Figure 9 Bruce Graham for Skidmore, Owings and Merrill, Inland Steel Building, Chicago, Illinois, 1958. Interior, lobby; 

Sculpture, ‘Radiant I’ by Richard Lippold. Photo by Ezra Stoller. © Esto.	  
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In 1957 Edgar Kauffman, Jr. previewed the collection for the art periodical Art in America and in the article 

he explained that the endeavor was not unique, nor original. However, he stated that, “the interest of 

Inland’s program lies in its unaccustomed degree of success.”85 The principal example of this successful 

merge between architecture + art was Lippold’s “Radiant I” inside the main lobby.  

 In the 1990s, the sculpture had began to deteriorate and the lobby’s marble walls and ceiling were 

covered with wood paneling. The restoration included the structure and the art86. First, in 2007, Capital 

Properties decided to renovate the building with a new program, an office and hotel.87 They suggested the 

implementation of a new curtain wall system, a double-wall system with low-E glass. However, the Chicago 

Landmarks Commission rejected this alternative. The green glass was considered a defining feature, 

although it had become this color after UV deterioration. The renovations fell under scrutiny after the owner 

submitted a National Register of Historic Places application in order to be eligible for federal historic 

preservation tax credit. In April 2010 the City Council approved a $5 million Class L tax incentive, property-

tax break, to be applied after rehabilitation is completed. The ambitious projects was scaled down to the 

following: green roof on the annex, creation of a pocket park between annex building and office building, 

restoration of ceiling in lobby and mezzanine, new art was brought in to complement the design, an active 

chilled beam system to regulate the temperature without wasting energy and other small, but important, 

                                                
85 Ibiden, p. 23. 
86 In 2005 misguided rumors had placed Chicago’s Inland Steel Building on the real estate market and in disrepair. 
The building was “falling apart” and owners, St. Paul Travelers Companies were supposedly interested in selling. That 
same year real estate developer, Perry Herst Jr., discussed the importance of the building with architect Frank Gehry, 
at a social event. After what the New York Times described as “a couple of vodkas,” Gehry convinced Herst to put 
together a group of investors to buy the building. However, the owners where not interested in selling, and it wasn’t 
until Gehry persuaded and convinced them of his legitimate intent to preserve the building that an agreement was 
reached and it was sold for $44.5 million. Gehry had a 2.5 percent stake in the investment. The economy slowed down 
the renovation plans, and Gehry, who had grown frustrated with the lack of progress, suggested another ownership 
change. In 2007 Capital Properties bought the building for $57 million, and Gehry remained as partner (his shares 
were doubled in the exchange). Per Gehry’s suggestion, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill were brought into the project as 
the renovation architects.  
87 Katie Gerfen, "Inland Steel Restoration," Architect, Aug. 22, 2008, http://www.architectmagazine.com (accessed 
Mar. 7, 2011). 
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weatherization projects.88 The Lippold sculpture fell into the initial phase, and it was to be restored and the 

ceiling’s panels cleaned and realigned.  

 The renovation project was completed in 2010 and is considered a “case study in what you can do 

to green a mid-century building.”89 The project’s success was recognized with numerous design awards, 

including Architecture Magazine’s P/A Award: Honorable Mention (2008), Architect Magazine’s R+D Award 

(2008) and Chicago Athenaeum’s Green Good Design Award and American Architecture Award (2009 and 

2010). 

   Summary of Outcome: The building and artwork were restored and the 

    space is currently in use. 

   Evaluation of Intervention: The best interventions and results occur  

    when the budget and new program allow for restoration of the building  

    and artwork installed within. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
88 Alexandra Lange, "Blue Sky Thinking," Metropolis, Jun. 2010: 77-9; 118-9. 
89 Ibid. 
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Columbia Savings Building + Roger Darricarrere’s Dalle de Verre 

In 2009 Los Angeles Conservancy started a campaign called “The Sixties Turn 50.” The campaign 

was a direct reaction to the destruction of many Mid-Century buildings in and around the City of Los Angeles 

during the previous decade. The Architect’s Newspaper listed various demolitions: 

On April 11, 2002, the infamous demolition of Richard Neutra’s Maslon House in Rancho Mirage 

was featured on the cover of the Los Angeles Times Living section. For many, it was a shocking 

first close-up of what appeared to be a Wild West–style race to summarily destroy midcentury 

icons as fast as possible. Schindler’s famed Wolfe House in Catalina and his Packard House in 

Pasadena were demolished in 2000 and 2001. Gregory Ain’s Mar Vista tract home facade at 3542 

Meier Street was demolished in 2002. A classic Cliff May Ranch home interior in Sullivan Canyon 

was gutted in 2002.90 

The “Wild West-style race” was not only focused on famed private residences; it also affected commercial 

buildings. One case was the Columbia Savings Building in Downtown, which was threatened by the Wilshire 

La Brea Project. This project sought to create a mixed-use retail 

and restaurant space and 480 apartments on and around the 

building’s site.  The iconic building sat on the one of the busiest 

corners in Downtown Los Angeles, and through the years had 

served as a bank and an office. Most recently, it had served as the 

Wilshire Grace Church. 

                                                
90 Adriene Biondo, “History in Turnaround,” The Architect's Newspaper, 2009 йил 23-Nov., http://www.archpaper.com 
(accessed 2011 28-Feb.). 
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 The building, designed by Irving D. Shapiro,91 was located on what is known as, the Miracle Mile 

on Wilshire Boulevard. The construction of the headquarters of the Columbia Savings Loan 

Association was completed in 1965. The building consisted of three levels and a basement 

with a basic support structure, consisting of four reinforced concrete beams, each weighing 375 tons 

(approx. 750,000 lbs). The facades were composed of glass protected by a vertically sectioned brise-soleil. 

The ground floor was a vast hall with the center part having the full-height of the building topped by a sunlit 

ceiling.  The second and third floors were mezzanines around the main hall. The main office, the office of 

the director and loan services were on the second floor. The third floor was reserved for exhibitions, and 

allowed space for company growth. The basement contained: mail room, cafeteria, boiler room and 

maintenance room. The building accommodated motorists with 185 parking spaces.  

 

Figure 11 Dalle de Verre window by Roger Darricarrere. Source: LA: Conservancy 

The bank commissioned two major works of art, a sculpture fountain screen and a stained glass 

panels for the sunlit ceiling section. The first was designed by sculptor Taki and consisted of “20,000 

                                                
91 Irving Shapiro born on 13 May 1923 in New York. Completed a bachelor’s and master’s degree in architecture in 
1949 and 1950, respectively. Received a M.B.A. degree in 1956 and a PhD in Urban Land Economics in 1961 from 
Columbia University. In the 1962 Historical AIA registry he appears to have been already working independently under 
his firm, Irving D. Shapiro and Associates. The American Institute of Architects, "Irving Donald Shapiro," The AIA 
Historical Directory of American Architects, 1962, http://communities.aia.org (accessed Mar. 8, 2011). 

Figure 10 Irving Shapiro, Columbia 
Savings Building, Los Angeles, 

California. Source: LA Conservancy 
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elements de verre et de cuivre teinté, soudés entre eux et créant un motif abstrait” (20,000 elements of 

glass and tinted copper welded together, creating an abstract motif).92 The sculpture was both a fountain 

and a screen and extends along the building some 45 feet. The second was created by sculptor, Roger 

Darricarrere93 and was stained glass window that formed the sunlit roof of the hall. The window was 36 by 

36 feet, covering 1,300 square feet and it was composed of 84 individual panels. The panels were made of 

glass and concrete in a style called, Dalle de verre (a term for “faceted glass”). The window incorporated 

various colors of glass: orange, yellow, amber, turquoise, white and purple. It garnered Darricarrere the 

medal for best artwork at the 1964 World’s Fair in New York.  

The building displayed influence of the New Formalism style. Los Angeles Conservancy wrote that, “With its 

bold design, expansive use of glass for transparency, and integrated program of abstract art, the Columbia 

Savings building was an exceptional example of national postwar banking trends.”94 The Conservancy 

challenged the project’s Environmental Impact Report 

(EIR). They argued against demolition because of 

significance and presented options for reuse, which 

would satisfy the new needs. The city’s Planning 

Commission voted on 13 August 2009 to recommend 

certification of the environmental report. The 

Conservancy also nominated the building to the 

California Register of Historical Places. However, the 

                                                
92 (Translation by report author). “Caisse d'epargne, Los Angeles,” L'architecture D'aujourd'hui 36, no. 126 (Jun.-Jul. 
1966): 100.  
93 Roger Darricarrere (1912-1983) was born in Bayonne, France. He showed interest in art early on, and in 1931 he 
was a finalist in a poster competition with Picasso. He majored in industrial and architectural design at the Ecole 
Nationale Superiure des Decoratifs de Paris. During the was he served in the Engineering Corps of the French Army 
until 1943. After working in Ohio, he finally settled in Los Angeles and opened his own studio in 1952.  (David Ruth, 
"Roger Darricarrere," David Ruth Cast Glass Sculpture Studio, Yr. unspecified, http://www.davidruth.com/roger.html 
(accessed Mar. 8, 2011). 
94 Los Angeles Conservancy, "Columbia Savings Building Demolished," Los Angeles Conservancy | Preservation 
Issues, Jan. 5, 2010, htttp://www.laconservancy.org (accessed Mar. 8, 2011). 

Figure 12 Irving Shapiro, Columbia Savings Building, 
Los Angeles, California, 2010. Source: LA Conservancy 
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City Council certified the EIR on 4 December 2009 and demolition began shortly after.  Nonetheless, the 

building was completely demolished in January 2010, 

The artworks were spared from the wrecking ball – they were removed before demolition. The 

stained glass window was placed for auction on 17 October 2010, but failed to sell and is now listed in Los 

Angeles Modern Auctions website (as of 8 November 2010) for approximately $80,000. Failure to sell the 

piece as a whole has propelled auctioneers to market individual panels. What was called "the most 

comprehensive stained-glass window ever built in Southern California, a landmark design that affected the 

market for stained-glass windows for decades,”95 is now sold in parts to be assembled as coffee tables or 

dining tables.96 

   Summary of Outcome: The building was demolished. Attempts were  

    made to stop the demolition plans, but the nomination and approval of  

    state historic status was not realized in time. The artwork was removed  

    and as of February 2011 was still up for auction and being sold in parts. 

   Evaluation of Intervention: The City proceeded appropriately, but not  

    in time to prevent demolition of the building and removal of the artwork.  

    In the future, emergency procedures should be developed to expedite  

    the process and perhaps prevent future similar demolitions. 

 

 

 

 

 
                                                
95 David A. Keeps, "Historic L.A. stained-glass ceiling up for auction," Los Angeles Times: Home & Garden, Oct. 12, 
2010, htttp:///latimesblogs.latimes.com (accessed Mar. 8, 2011). 
96 Los Angeles Modern Auctions, Auction Catalog: Sunday, October 17, 2010, Catalog, Los Angeles Modern Auctions 
(Los Angeles: LAMA, 2010). 
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Chapter 3: Lessons Learned 

The preservation strategies for the artwork of the previous case studies can all be placed under the 

following categories:  

• In situ conservation 
 In the case of the American National Bank and Inland Steel building, the major artworks  

  remained in the building and were restored in place. The programs of each building did  

  not change significantly, and they continue serving today as offices.  

• Removal 
 Manufacturers Trust Company’s Bertoia screen sculpture was removed to an off-site  

  location. Reports indicate that the sculpture has not suffered any major deterioration or  

  alteration after disassembly. The same strategy was used at the Columbia Savings  

  building, when the artwork was removed before the building was demolished.   

• Recreation/Replacement 
 The mural in the Equitable Building, now Commonwealth Building, underwent an unusual  

  intervention. The original artist and architect, Belluschi, was able to re-imagine his original 

  design intent. This is a unique case, and it is doubtful that similar cases exist. However,  

  recreation or replacement of the artwork with a replica or homage is a preservation  

  strategy that seeks to retain the design intent of the artist and architect. 

• Demolition/Destruction 
 The Columbia Savings Building in Los Angeles was demolished, but the artwork was  

  removed in anticipation of the City’s lack of action. In Portland,  the original lobby and  

  mural of the Equitable Building were destroyed about a decade before the 1980s   

  restoration. 

 

After considering these case studies, certain lessons and recommendations can be formulated for 

similar projects: 

1. Conservation professionals should perform restoration of artwork. The American Institute for 

Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works provides a directory of professionals and 

guidelines for conservation work. Architecture firms and owners should utilize this resource 

before selecting a conservator and carrying out any conservation work on an art piece. 

2. A detailed report of the restoration work should be made available. Some of the details that it 

should include are historical research and material research, as well as various options for 
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replacement of materials. On site and laboratory testing should be considered, looking not only 

at the immediate visual effect of the restoration, but also thinking of the long-term 

reaction/interaction of new materials placed against aged material. 

3. Preservation efforts should be preemptive, not reactionary. Local and state authorities should 

survey and identify artwork of cultural and historical significance before they are threatened by 

demolition or renovation. This is not an easy task, because it is costly.  

4. The process of nomination and approval of historic status should be expedited in certain 

cases. This will require amendments in local and state law of each state, many already have 

flexible protective measures in place, and these should be used as models for other cities and 

states that lack the option. 

5. Removal and careful storage at an off-site facility is a viable preservation strategy. This 

measure was not undertaken with Fogel’s mural at ANB and while the building was vacant 

without a functioning HVAC system the mural suffered damage, including hairline cracks and 

discoloration. This makes the removal strategy undertaken at Manufacturers Trust Company 

reasonable. However, their initial intention was not to protect the sculpture, but to claim 

ownership. Nonetheless, removal has protected the sculpture, which otherwise would have 

been left disassembled in a vacant building without proper care. 
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Conclusion 

 “La modernité c’est le transitoire, le fugitive, le contingent” 

-Baudelaire, 185997 

Modern Architecture 

Modern architecture and art adopted a sense of transitoriness. Unlike in the past, temporality was 

not a sign of weakness, but of awakening. Construction was meant to be a snapshot of the present, free 

from the future. 

Modernism was conceived with the aim of expressing the opportunities and optimism of the new 
age. Architecture, which was to be the highest form of artistic expression, was based on a new 
vision of artistic abstraction, a new understanding of spatial qualities, utilized new technology, 
structural innovations and new materials.98 
 
This philosophy translated in architecture and art as the creation and experimentation of new 

materials and use of new forms that would contrast with the classical masonry and aesthetics that many 

were used to. Modern architecture for some critics represents a precise moment, free from patina and other 

indications of aging. In fact, the new materials and forms have not weathered well on some buildings. As for 

all historic buildings we must consider authenticity and the degree of intervention when Modern buildings 

are restored. Again, these discrepancies are not style-specific. Similar arguments about authenticity and the 

degree of intervention on a historic building have been discussed since the inception of the field of historic 

preservation in the nineteenth century.  

Monumental Modern Architecture  

Not all design was meant to be temporary; Theodore Prudon identifies this type of Modern 

architecture as monumental. Unlike postwar housing that was built to satisfy the immediate needs of a 

                                                
97 Charles Baudelaire, The Painter of Life (and Other Essays), ed. & trans. Jonathan Mayne (New York: Phaidon 
Press, 1970). 
98 Susan Macdonald, ed., Modern Matters: Principles and Practice in Conserving Recent Architecture, ed. Susan 
Macdonald (Bath: Donhead, 1996), p. 88. 
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growing population, some design was meant to revolutionize the way people thought about a place, a 

person, an institution or even a country.  

The case studies discussed in this report are examples of monumental design. Not only because 

they were the first examples of Modern banking and office design in the post-World War II construction 

boom of their respective cities, but because they integrated an art program into their design. Preservation of 

these significant structures is therefore critical.  

 In addition to Design Intent, there are other factors that should be taken into consideration when 

determining a proper preservation strategy; Intrinsic Value, Collaboration, and Context should also be 

analyzed and evaluated before interventions are undertaken. 

 All of the factors are interlaced. Design Intent calls for an evaluation of the message the architect 

and artist wanted to impart on behalf of the original owner, or even the structure. This factor is tied to 

Collaboration, which is not merely an evaluation of the importance of the artist and architects individually, 

but an analysis of the communication between the designed space and item. Then, Intrinsic Value and 

Context should be evaluated jointly. Intrinsic Value is determined after evaluating whether or not the artwork 

is essential to the space. In regard to these case studies, and others similar to them, the answer should 

always be affirmative and determined essential. The artwork was created for the space, the space for the 

artwork. This leads to an evaluation of the Context factor. Can the artwork be fully appreciated outside of the 

original space? Can the space be appreciated without the artwork? There is not a stock response to all of 

these questions, nor a standard way to evaluate and determine each factor. Each project and intervention 

should be evaluated independently, taking into consideration incidental and minor factors, like economic and 

development pressures. 

  This special group of Modern buildings and accompanying art installations should be identified and 

catalogued to prevent further loss of these resources. This type of collaboration between architect and artist 

was meant to endure, and represent a specific moment in time.  Which means that every possible effort 

should be undertaken to prevent an alteration of this relationship. The art was meant to be an integral part of 
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the design; therefore, separation would most likely damper the integrity of the building and artwork. The 

fusion of artwork and structure intended by its designers should be considered and respected. 
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Glossary 

Brise-soleil 

Consists of a slathed or louvered screen incorporated into the facade of a building, it is used to 

reduce glare (Turner 1996).  

Ethyl silicate  

Chemically known as tetra ethyl orthosilicate (TEOS). This organosilicon compound is used in the 

formulation of paint and coatings as a preservative for stone and mural paintings. 

International Style 

This style of architecture is characterized by the use of materials like, concrete, steel and glass. It 

defines volumes instead of mass, utilizes elements, such as: non-load-bearing walls, projecting forms, 

asymmetry, flats roofs and horizontal bands of windows. The term originated in 1932 after an exhibition 

curated by Philip Johnson at the Museum of Modern Art, titled, “Modern Architecture: International 

Exhibition” (Bucher 1996). 

Marble dust 

A white pigment created by grinding marble to form a powder, which is utilized as a pigment and 

filler in paints. The pulverized bits create a crystalline surface (Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 2001). 

Mobile 

Any work of kinetic sculpture in which parts move, rotate or swing under the action of gravity or 

motors(Davies and Jokiniemi 2008). 

New Formalism (Neo-Palladianism) 

Utilized classical elements (like proportion, scale, columns, colonnades) with new materials 

(specifically concrete). It was a reaction to the rigid formula of the International Style. 

Plinth 

A thickness or base at the end of a wall, column or building (Davies and Jokiniemi 2008). 
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Stabile 

It is the opposite of the mobile. It is a sculpture without any moving parts (Turner 1996). 
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